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Dedicated to my husband, kids, and 

grandma, who dared to take on this 

impossible grumble- free challenge. 

What a journey! May this year mold 

your future. I know it has mine. 
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Introduction

O ne Sunday night my husband, John, and I talked to our 
family about the potential challenge of living a grumble- 

free year. We were finally sitting down for dinner in a restaurant at 
10 p.m. after traveling 2,500 miles over the last three days. It was 
the first time we had all gathered around the table face- to- face in 
a week. On the other two travel nights we’d sat scattered around 
small tables at fast- food restaurants. It was easier pretending our 
audacious offspring were other people’s kids fighting over the fries 
that had spilled onto the paper- lined tray that way. “Hey, you got 
three extra fries. Not fair! I’m not going to let you borrow my DVD 
player for the next two hundred miles!”

Now my stomach clenched, despite the non- deep- fried aromas 
coming from the restaurant kitchen. My knees quivered under the 
wooden table (an upgrade from brown Formica). Parenting was 
hard enough. Did I honestly want to pinky promise the next twelve 
months of my life to a fleeting fantasy that my children could com-
municate without complaint and retort without repine?

I softly bit my lip, knowing I had to try— we had to try. 
Communication in our home had dropped to the level of mumbles 
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and grumbles, moans and whines. We couldn’t live this way 
anymore— unless I invested in noise- canceling headphones. The 
problem was, society frowned upon parents who muted their chil-
dren. And more importantly, even if I couldn’t hear the rumbles, 
it wouldn’t mean my children weren’t bemoaning Every. Single. 
Thing. In. Their. Lives.

“I’ve been talking with my agent about writing a book that 
involves all of you.” My lips pressed into a tight smile. “But maybe 
this isn’t the best time to discuss it since it’s so late and we’ve just 
driven so far.” (As I calculated, we’d gone the equivalent to the 
distance between Barcelona, Spain, and Moscow, Russia, taking 
all the back roads.)

“Mom, you have to tell us now,” pleaded fourteen- year- old 
Maddie as she sat next to her twin, Grace, who bounced in her 
seat. These two were the most active of our bunch of eight traveling 
children. They laughed loud, lived big, and made the Tasmanian 
devil look like an innocent, frolicking lamb in comparison.

“Will the book include our names and pictures?” asked 
twelve- year- old Alexis. “Will we become famous?” Fame was very 
important to Alexis, who would tell every new person she met that 
her mom had walked the red carpet. (Yes, I did walk the red carpet 
at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre after I wrote the novelization of the 
movie Moms’ Night Out.) Having been moved around quite a bit 
in foster care since she was five years old, Alexis had learned how 
to make friends quickly. I could see from the twinkle in her eyes 
that any chance to be “known” and become popular she would 
consider a win.

“I don’t know about pictures, but I will use your names. Or at 
least pseudonyms,” I answered.

Grace stopped her bouncing. “What’s that?” she called too 
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loudly. Thankfully there were very few other customers that time 
of night.

“They’re false names.” John stirred his straw in his soda. “It’s 
just safer that way.”

I nodded. “That’s right. You might not want everyone reading 
this book to google you.”

“I want everyone googling me.” Alexis smiled and tossed her 
dark hair back over her shoulder. “Because I’m fabulous.”

I chuckled. “Yes, yes, I know you are.”
“I don’t want everyone to google me. That’s creepy.” Grace 

looked to her twin to back her up. When Maddie nodded in agree-
ment, Grace’s eyes glanced back and focused on mine. “What’s my 
name going to be? I get to help pick it, right?”

“Of course. If we decide we want to do this challenge.” I 
chuckled at her enthusiasm as I shook my head and gave in to the 
kids’ demands to keep talking. “We can talk about it. We don’t 
have to start right away. It’s just something we have to think about.”

A chorus of voices rose in unison. “What is it?”
I looked to John. He nodded, urging me on.
“Well, our idea is called A Grumble- Free Year: A Family of 

Eleven Takes on the Challenge, or something like that.”
Grace’s eyes widened. “Haha, you’re funny.”
Maddie shook her head. “Yeah, right.”
“I think we can do it!” piped up seven- year- old Aly. I looked 

down at her as she sat serenely next to me. She gave me her puppy- 
dog- eye look, feigning innocence. As if.

“I think we can too,” added nine- year- old Sissy. Those two 
were usually quieter, and their eagerness to take on the challenge 
surprised me.

“Wait, what are we doing?” six- year- old Buddy asked. The 
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youngest boy after six girls in a row, he was used to conversations 
swirling around him. Lots of chattery, dramatic conversation, and 
it usually took him a minute to catch on.

Voices rose, with those who believed in the project speaking up 
and others who thought the idea was crazy adding their thoughts 
to the mix.

I projected my voice over the din. “We know it sounds chal-
lenging. Dad and I know it’ll take a lot of work, and that’s why 
we want to offer an incentive.” I turned to John. “Do you want to 
tell them?”

“Okay. Like Mom said, we’ve been talking about it, and this is 
going to take a lot of intention from all of us and a lot of working 
together. But if we try really hard, I was thinking we could all go 
on a cruise at the end of the year— to celebrate a year of working 
to be grumble- free.”

Excitement built with questions about the cruise. My favorite 
was from Grace: “Can we have our own beds on the ship?” When 
you come from a large family that likes to travel, the question made 
sense. We usually piled kids into beds in hotel rooms or sometimes 
on the floor.

I laughed. “Yes, I’m sure we’ll find a way for everyone to have 
his or her own bed.”

“Wait!” Alexis lifted two hands in the air, trying to get our 
attention. “Does this mean we’re going to have a famous writer with 
us, following us around twenty- four hours a day?”

I lifted one eyebrow and narrowed my gaze at her. “Uh, I am 
a writer who lives with you and follows you around twenty- four 
hours a day.”

Laughter filled the air.
Alexis shrunk down into her seat. “Oh, yeah. I forgot.”
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“What about you, Anna?” I turned to our seventeen- year- old 
daughter, who hadn’t made a peep yet. She was the easygoing one 
of the bunch who didn’t get her feathers ruffled often. Also, she was 
one of the ones I would rarely hear complain.

“I think we have a fifty- fifty chance of succeeding,” she com-
mented. “With this group, I think it’ll be hard.”

I looked to twenty- three- year- old Nathan next. He was our 
youngest biological child, and he had gone from being the youngest 
to having seven younger siblings. Like Anna, he was a contempla-
tive soul who rarely complained, but he was our child who’d been 
most impacted by the adoptions, as we went from a quiet house to 
one filled with disruption. Numerous times every day, when whines 
and moans followed every request from me, Nathan would look at 
me with his Eeyore- like gaze, as if saying, “Can’t we do something 
about all this complaining and whining, Mom?”

I’d try, of course, to get them to stop. “No need to complain 
about that,” I’d say. Or, “Let’s try to say that again without whin-
ing.” My favorite was, “I don’t understand Whine- ese. Why don’t 
you try again.” But my constant reminders did nothing to bring 
about change.

Nathan crossed his arms and set them on the table and nodded. 
“I won’t say it’s impossible, but . . .”

“But?” I asked.
He lifted his eyebrows and sighed, as if truly understanding 

the difficulty of the challenge. “Like Anna said, it’ll be hard, but 
it’s worth a shot.”

“That’s the important thing to remember— this is going to 
be hard,” John responded. “It’s not as if we’re trying to be perfect. 
Instead, it’s something we’ll need to work on.”
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“But does this mean we can’t tell people when we need some-
thing?” Alexis asked. “Will we have to be good all the time?”

As we waited for our food, John explained a bit more. “No 
one’s good all the time. Even Mom and I mess up . . . a lot. God 
doesn’t expect any of us to be perfect, but complaining is some-
thing he takes seriously. Remember how Moses led the Israelites 
into the desert according to God’s command? Well, they had a lot 
of needs in that desert, and God knew that. But instead of asking 
God to meet their needs— and trusting he would— the Israelites 
complained. Complaining is wanting our way without treating oth-
ers— or God— with respect.”

Everyone listened, and I was surprised how well they were pay-
ing attention, although I shouldn’t have been. Each time we’d added 
children to our home through adoption, we had experienced a lot of 
challenges, yet John and I had learned that the kids’ wrong behavior 
mostly came from not being taught what was right. Time and time 
again when we taught right behavior and attitudes, the kids rose to 
the occasion. We had already taught our kids big things, like how 
to talk rather than yell and how to keep our personal spaces neat 
and clean (well, we were still working on that). We taught chores 
and how to support each other within our home. Now it was time 
to train our kids on the little habits that sometimes were easy to 
overlook— things that nibbled away at the peace and joy in our 
home, bit by bit. Things like grumbling.

From the conversation around the restaurant table it sounded 
like everyone was on board, and I took a deep breath. The weari-
ness of the trip intensified as the responsibility of what the year to 
come now held rushed over me. Suddenly the idea became reality, 
and the project became serious. I knew, because we’d mentioned 
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both the challenge and the cruise, the kids would never let us back 
down now. Never.

I also knew this challenge had to start with John and me. We 
needed to set up a framework that would teach and guide our kids 
without discouraging them. Setting basic goals for ourselves would 
be the first place to start.

I sighed as the waitress approached our table with the first 
tray of food. I took the cloth napkin from the table and spread it 
across my lap, both worry and excitement causing my stomach to 
do a small flip. This challenge was going to be harder for me than 
I thought, but it would also be so worth it. Taking a family of 
eleven, full of personalities and viewpoints and individual struggles, 
through an entire year without grumbling was a monumental task, 
but I sensed we were on the verge of something special. And I 
couldn’t wait to see what God had in the works.
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GEARING UP 
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Chapter 1

Perfectly 
Imperfect

I grew up as a perfect child in an imperfect home, or at least 
that’s how it seemed to me. My mom was a single mom, and 

we lived with my grandparents for the first four years of my life. 
I didn’t know my biological dad— he wasn’t in the picture— but 
for my early years it didn’t seem to matter. As the oldest child and 
grandchild, my mom, two aunts, and grandparents doted on me. 
I’m sure, like everyone else, I believed I could do no wrong.

My mom married my stepdad when I was four years old, and 
I was an easy bonus to have around. When my brother joined our 
family, we took on two unique roles. Me: perfect older sister. Him: 
terrorizing younger brother. In our little family of four I was the 
one who obeyed, got good grades, and rarely grumbled. Well, at 
least not too loudly.

But even with my brother being that terrorizing younger sib-
ling, there wasn’t a lot of yelling or obvious whining in our home. 
My family members held their emotions close. Complaints were 
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voiced under one’s breath. When other families went on vacation, 
my parents or grandparents might mumble something like, “Must 
be nice.” Other common phrases were, “Gee, wish I could get some 
help here,” or “What am I . . . everyone’s slave?” There were few 
demands or big displays of disapproval, but there was grumbling. 
Under- the- breath grumbling was how we showed our disapproval 
with others or with life.

Once, a family member did blow up at a family holiday. His 
voice rose to loud shouts, and everyone in the room froze. In anger, 
he stormed out of the house and was gone for hours. When he left, 
no one said a word about what had happened. We just went on 
enjoying our holiday meal as if there wasn’t tension in the air. Even 
worse, no one said a word to him after he returned. Big emotions 
scared us, and I learned the only safe way to share emotions was 
through quiet grumbling.

y

Marriage is amazing in how it brings together two unique people 
with different backgrounds and various ways of handling issues 
and conflict. I grew up learning how to be good, to avoid conflict, 
and not to yell (but grumble instead). And then I got married, and 
amazingly John wasn’t raised in the same type of home I was.

When John was growing up, his family handled things dif-
ferently. His parents were strong Christians, and when John was 
in high school his dad became a pastor. John’s parents were firm 
but kind. They set the rules and the kids followed. His parents, 
like mine, also struggled financially. His father changed jobs quite 
a lot, and they moved often. Even though they had little, John’s 
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family found ways to be thankful about what they had and what 
God was doing.

As John and I prepared to embark on this new journey toward 
a grumble- free year, it made sense to look back at where we’d both 
come from first in order to understand where we would be going 
together— and how we’d lead our children there.

“I don’t remember my parents grumbling about the state of 
their lives,” my husband told me as we sat down to discuss this 
challenge. “Sure, they wished they had more and better things, but 
they didn’t grumble about it. And when I got older, I did what I 
could to help them. I bought my own clothes. And when I got an 
after- school job at a grocery store, I’d even buy groceries for them.”

As I listened to John, I made a mental note. Help kids see they 
can help out more instead of grumbling about what they don’t have. 
The idea of such a thing seemed like a pipe dream, but as I looked 
back at our marriage it seemed as if God had been preparing John 
and me for this very thing: to teach our kids how to communicate 
well and not fall back into the destructive, grumbling pattern that 
I found myself in. A pattern that could have seriously damaged our 
marriage.

y

When John and I first got married, there was little conflict. Partly 
because John is naturally a content person, but also because by then 
I’d learned to hold most of my grumbles inside, one step further 
than the quiet, under- my- breath grumbling I’d been raised with.

After I dedicated my life to God at age seventeen, I knew that 
having a joyful spirit was part of the Christian life. Not that I was 
perfect. There were seasons when I wasn’t. At only twenty- three 
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years old I had three small kids at home, and it was both over-
whelming and tiring, especially when they grew old enough to start 
complaining and grumbling themselves.

As we were raising our three oldest kids, our parenting style 
was “Let’s talk about this.” Whenever we heard one of our three 
kids grumbling, we’d sit down with them. We’d talk about what 
they were thinking and feeling, and we’d try to get them to see a 
different perspective. If we heard grumbles about something their 
friends were allowed to do, we’d explain why it wasn’t a good idea 
for our family— why we had different rules and choices. And of 
course we tried to model keeping our own grumbles at bay.

The thing is, though, my attempts to model what I thought to 
be correct behavior easily led me back into certain mindsets from 
my childhood that were not healthy. So while we employed a “Let’s 
talk about this” method with our kids, I unconsciously began doing 
the opposite thing myself. There were problems and issues that 
needed to be worked through, but instead of talking to others about 
them, I held them all inside, not wanting to complain.

To me, grumbling was something negative I just needed to 
deal with. Holding grumbles inside didn’t hurt others  .  .  . well, 
not really. Not until my inward grumbles created a wedge in my 
marriage.

y

By the time I’d been married for fifteen years, from the looks of 
things we had the perfect life, the perfect marriage, the nearly per-
fect kids. A homeschooling mom of three, I had just started to get 
books published and had helped launch a crisis pregnancy center. 
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We lived in a nice house, drove nice cars, served in church, and 
rarely ever grumbled.

Yet, even while on the outside it seemed everything was going 
great, inside I felt both overwhelmed and empty. As a woman of 
God, I poured myself out continually to my family, church, and 
community. I did all the cooking, most of the shopping, homes-
chooled, volunteered often, and wrote books. Soon the old habits 
I’d learned growing up emerged.

When someone got a weekend away: “Must be nice.”
When my kids didn’t do their chores when and how I wanted 

them to: “Who do they think I am, their slave?”
When my husband spent the evening talking or watching a 

movie with friends: “It’s not fair. I’d like to just be able to sit for 
five minutes.”

I wasn’t angry— at least I didn’t think I was— but the grum-
bling confirmed the story in my head: I do everything for everybody, 
and no one does anything for me. It was a lie, of course, but my 
unsettled discontent told me it was truth. And then, out of the blue, 
an old boyfriend emailed, inquiring about my life. As I told him 
about our family, my work, and my volunteering, he confirmed 
what my grumbling mind had repeated over and over again: no one 
truly appreciates you. Of course he had a motive for his assessment. 
I’ d be different. I’ d appreciate you, just like I used to when we were 
dating.

Even though I knew it wasn’t a good idea, I gave my old boy-
friend my phone number, and he called one afternoon just to chat.

“You do so much.” His voice was filled with compassion. “It 
sounds like your family takes advantage of you. I bet they don’t 
even thank you for all you do. I wouldn’t let you work so hard . . .” 
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His slick words confirmed what I’d been feeling deep inside. He 
gave voice to my inner grumbles.

I’m not appreciated.
I do everything for everybody.
If my family really loved me, they’ d see my needs.
Maybe there is someone out there who would really see me, 
who’d be thankful for all I do.

My mind repeated those thoughts as I went through the next 
few days taking care of everyone. And even though my life hadn’t 
changed on the outside, inside the grumbles transformed into a 
huge burden, weighing me down.

Instead of drawing near to my husband and kids, I felt a wedge 
coming between us. More than anything I wanted to talk to my old 
boyfriend again— to hear his words about how wonderful I was— 
and that scared me. I’d had friends who had been drawn away from 
their marriages by smooth words and caring actions from another 
person. I had no doubt that if I spoke with my old boyfriend again 
it would lead to no good. His words had shifted my heart and mind 
away from everything good to only focus on everything wrong. It 
scared me that such simple flattery could turn my heart so swiftly, 
and I knew this couldn’t go on.

Knowing the communication was wrong, I confessed to my 
husband that I’d been talking with my old boyfriend, then I broke 
it off. It wasn’t easy— the confession or breaking off communica-
tion. It hurt John deeply that I’d even make a connection again 
with someone from my past. I also realized how vulnerable I’d 
allowed myself to become. Why? Because I’d had unreasonable and 
unmet expectations— expectations of receiving help even when I 
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didn’t ask for it. Expectations of having everyone thank me for my 
contributions to my family, even though I didn’t offer thanks to 
others often enough.

As Adele Ahberg Calhoun said, “Unmet expectations are 
resentments and disappointments waiting to happen,”1 and as my 
inner grumbles grew, so did the resentment in my heart.

By expecting my husband, kids, and even friends to automati-
cally know what I wanted and needed, I felt empty, exhausted, and 
unfulfilled. So when someone I’d once “loved” offered to swoop in 
and fill those needs, it was a tempting offer. It also showed me that 
my heart, mind, and attitude needed a lot of work.

From this experience, I learned not to hold everything inside. 
I shared, through tears, what had drawn me to my old boyfriend: 
appreciation. And I poured out all the ways I’d felt unappreciated 
around our home— not only for months, but for years.

My husband’s jaw dropped at my words, and tears filled his 
eyes too. “I didn’t have any idea all those feelings were inside you,” 
he confessed.

Of course he hadn’t. In my effort not to grumble, I hadn’t 
voiced my needs. I’d been foolish to expect my husband to meet my 
needs when I hadn’t even expressed what they were.

I soon started expressing things I needed to my husband and 
my kids: time away, date nights, more help around the house— and 
surprisingly, amazingly, my family responded.

Even though I didn’t fully understand it at the time, this was 
the beginning of my own grumble- free journey. It was a journey 
of highs and lows. It was also a foundation for what was to come. 
Because of this, later, as our family started on our grumble- free 
journey together, I thought it would be more about helping my kids 
than anything else. I didn’t fully understand how much more work 
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God still wanted to do in my life. After all, I’d already been on my 
own journey and thought I was doing well. But it turns out, the 
work he’d started years ago was simply building the groundwork for 
all he wanted to do now. I may have thought the Grumble- Free Year 
would be mostly about “them,” my family, when we first started, 
but, as you will see within these pages, every change I wanted to see 
in them ended up having to be worked out in me first.

Reflection Questions

1. How was grumbling handled during your growing- up 
years?

2. What grumbling habits did you carry into adulthood?
3. How has grumbling (outward or inward) impacted 

your life?
4. What do you think would be harder: trying to tackle your 

own grumbling or attempting to help others do the same?

Your Turn

Take a few minutes and consider your growing- up years. How did 
your family deal with disappointment? Did they communicate 
well? Did they attempt to focus on speaking with thankfulness 
and gratitude, even during challenging circumstances?

Maybe, like me, you only wished that was the case. Find a 
piece of paper and jot down how your family acted: With anger or 
rage? With passive disapproval and grumbling? Next, consider what 
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habits you brought into your current home— both for the good and 
the bad. If possible, ask your spouse to do the same.

Also, while for most of the book I will share how we worked 
toward not grumbling out loud as a family, it’s important to note 
that it’s not good to hold all our grumbling inside either. Good 
communication is sharing what’s really going on inside our hearts. 
It’s not okay to hold in all our frustrations and disappointments for 
the sake of not grumbling.

If sharing what’s really going on in your heart with your family 
is something you need to work on, then start with that first. Ask 
God to help you share truth with others, even when it’s hard. Also 
learn to listen as others do the same.

Truly succeeding at this challenge means communicating well 
with our families and having the gratitude we hold deep inside 
make its way to our lips time and time again.
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